Bridge the Centuries
to
Mark the Millenium
and cross your water hazards in style

Individually designed bridges in natural materials, built by specialist craftsmen.

For further details call (01455) 617434 or write to:
ORNAMENTAL BRIDGES
45 Woodland Road, Hinckley, Leics LE10 1JF
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INTERNATIONAL GOLF COURSE ARCHITECT
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Making alternations to a golf course is much easier when everyone works together as a team.

Unlike many art forms golf courses are living things. Of course, we know the playing characteristics change with the seasons and the weather but they also differ in other ways to the extent that they rarely ever remain exactly the same as the original architect’s design.

Nature dictates that trees grow, changing the look of holes while others have man made alterations – extended or shortened, bunkers added, greens altered, always with a view to refining the original golfing challenge. All this, coupled with less than repetitive natures of most players swings, ensure the only time, unlike the accurate Ben Hogan who was reputed to achieve the feat with regularity, players tend to play from their own divot marks is when the first effort has failed to move the ball.

Golf Course architects are a singularly thick skinned lot and don’t seem to mind others tampering with their handiwork. Can you imagine Da Vinci’s response to being told that the committee had decided that the Mona Lisa’s doepy grin was to be replaced by something more sultry and they’d called in Rembrandt to do the work? Or Beethoven’s on being told that the committee had asked Noel Gallagher to rework the middle eight in his Nineth Symphony. Personally I don’t think they’d be over the moon. But I’m fairly sure Alister McKenzie would be quite pleased if he saw the way Augusta National now looks or that Harry Colt would appreciate changes made to the West Course at Wentworth.

However, amendments are not just made to the elite golf clubs, it’s something which members’ clubs have done for many years and now, particularly with the VAT windfall, it is an avenue more clubs have the wherewithal to attempt.

Such a club is East Herts, which has shown that by employing a professional architect and contractor and then working closely with them and the greenkeeping team seemingly wide-ranging work can be carried out without closing the course and to the satisfaction of everyone concerned.

A total of 52 bunkers were involved – remodelling existing ones and putting in seven brand new ones.

“Most of the existing ones have been reshaped because of the amount of sand caused by the banks on them. They just swallowed up vast quantities of sand and that is difficult to maintain,” explained Ian Scott Taylor, the architect charged with completing with the work in concert with constructor, Counsell Associates Ltd, Head Greenkeeper Bill Sparrow, his team and the members.

“There will be 47 sand bunkers in total the rest of which are grass hollows. The thought behind it is to introduce more strategy into the golf course to make the member think about what he is going to do around the course and to improve course management for the greenkeeper as well. That was the brief that East Herts gave us to work to and I believe it has worked very well.”

The fact that the relationship with the club, its members and the professionals was so good speaks volumes for the way the job was tackled because, let’s face it, putting in bunkers is a little like getting the job of putting up taxes – you wouldn’t expect to win many popularity contests.

“A member said the other day. We must be the only club in the country to spend £100,000 putting in things which no member wants! You can’t give him an argument really,” said Ray York, a member of the Green Committee and a man whose work on the project has been so well appreciated he’s had a new bunker on the 1st named after him!

The course was originally designed and constructed by the members and their own green staff when the club was relocated 20 years ago and the quality of the layout is a credit to all involved.

“The old course was a figure eight and we wanted to retain that concept here and this site automatically lent itself to that design again,” said Ray.

The bunkers at the new East
in harmony...

Herts course were more or less a copy of those at the old course.

"The general feeling was that after 20 years our bunkers were old fashioned and didn't fit in with what they had everywhere else.

"The shaping of them was unfair. In certain times of the year if ball ran in to within 12 inches of the back of the bunker you didn't have a shot. Our plan was to enhance them and bring them up to latter day design," said Ray.

The club decided to put its VAT money to good use and decided on this occasion to commission a professional architect.

The Green's Committee quickly saw the benefits of bringing in professionals to do the work.

"Because the members know we have a professional golf architect on the job we've been able to put in new bunkers which weren't on the original plan. They've gone in and we've had very little problem because the members know they are being done by someone who knows what he is talking about and not Charlie Bloggs from the club who's decided to pop one in there. That has been a terrific help," said Ray.

"My first impressions of the course were that it didn't need a lot doing to it. The members had done an excellent job of routing the golf course. I couldn't have done a better job myself to be honest but it just needed tweaking here and there," said Ian.

"We came back with some proposals and we all went through them with Bill Sparrow. I gave my thinking on each bunker and discussed them all in detail. The good thing about this is that it's been a team effort all the way round. It just proves that the golf architect, constructor, can work with the greens committee and the greenkeeper as a team."

The old adage about a camel being a horse designed by committee was avoided because there was no doubt where the buck stopped.

"The casting vote is with the architect. The buck stops with him and he's got to balance all the opinions of the constructor, greenkeeper and the committee. It has not always been a bed of roses we have had our points of contention on one or two bunkers and I have had to say enough's enough and that is what we are going to do."

Work began on January 29 and was completed by the middle of May in time for a big pro-am at the club in July.

To speed the process all work was being turfed not seeded to come back into early play as soon as possible. David Cousell visited the site twice a week to coordinate the work with his full time on site team, Bill and his team.
Take the stress out of transportation by letting Carryall take the strain. It's a course winner every time. Whether carrying people, turf maintenance equipment or any number of other things that need shifting — this exceptionally quiet, lightweight, yet hardworking machine lets you perform around the golf course, free of stress to you and your turf.

And, as one of the most dependable utility vehicles available, with a durable aluminium/Armorflex body shell, it won't leave you stranded in the rough.

Economic to run, it's available with a wide choice of options, such as our Driving Range Protective Enclosure and Machinery Loading Ramp. Whether you're working the fairways, tees or greens, Carryall is ALL you need to carry. For further information and a no-obligation demonstration of the Carryall, telephone 01480 476971.

MACHINERY
1 Toro GM 3200 Diesel
1 Ransomes GT Diesel
1 Ransomes 171 Petrol
3 Ransomes Greenspro 20
1 Ransomes Motor 180 Diesel
1 Hayter T44 Triple Diesel Mower
2 sets of Ransomes Hydraulic 5 units
1 set of Ransomes 5 Trailed Ganger 2 John Deere F1145 Rotary Mowers
1 three wheel Cushman Turf Truckster
1 four wheel Cushman Turf Truckster plus attachments - 1 Greensaver/Hollow Corer 1 Multi depth Aerator Sitter 1 Top Dresser 1 Hardi 300 Sprayer Tractors 1 case with Front Loader Buckets (2) 1 Massey Ferguson 135 1 Kubota L3250 Compact 4WD plus 1 Vertidrain unit 2 Tipping Trailers 1 Ford Pick-up Truck Flymo, Strimmers etc

"While the work has been going on we've not had any problem with stopping play. I've been in daily communication with the construction team and we've been able to talk problems get round it one way and another avoid disruption on the course," said Bill.

"We have been very lucky at East Herts because the committee has been very progressive in the way it has looked at things. We can talk to, and reason with, them and we have respected their opinion and they have respected our professional opinion," explained Ian.

"My ambition is..." to learn to play this silly little game of golf properly" Richard Saunders, St Neots GC